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About This Game

The year is 1967. The Cuban Missile Crisis that led to World War III continues. Use of nuclear weapons resulted in global
cooling which changed history and aggravated the struggle for survival. Inspired by the takeover of Europe and Africa the

Soviet government decides to start an uprecedented military operation called Ice Crusade. Soviet expeditionary forces march
over the Arctic and attack unguarded Amerian cities and towns. Deserted areas of Mexico and icy American megapolises

become the new battle-grounds.

Features

Cuban Missile Crisis: Ice Crusade is the follow-up (stand-alone) to the RTS Cuban Missile Crisis which shows a new
span of the military confrontation in alternative history.

Turn-based tactical mode and a real-time strategy in one game.

New battle-grounds: southern part of the USA and northern Mexico.

2 new campaings – USSR and USA. 10 scenrios and over 25 strategic missions.

22 new military units including T-60, Hunter, Chieftain, Grand MLRD, Akatsia self-propelled gun.

2 new super units – Convair-49 and Tyulpan 240mm self-propelled mortar.
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If I had to describe Shmadow in a few words I'd have to say it's as if bullet hells, endless runners, and sidescrollers had a child.
There isn't very much to say about this game but let's talk about it anyway. You're a ball of light who shoots other balls of
various colors. Your character and your bullets produce light allowing you to see through the darkness. The more damage you
take the less light you produce making it harder to survive. You get get an attack that recharges over a short cooldown and you
pickup powerups which can also be used to assist you. You fight bosses and your objective is to make it as far as you can
without losing. That's pretty much all there is to say about Shmadow.

The Good

One of the easiest achievement hunts you'll ever see.

You can play through the entire game and refund it if you don't enjoy it due to the game being so short.

You don't need a controller to do well (I got every achievement using keyboard and mouse).

Due to trading cards existing you'll make a large portion of what you spent on the game (if you bought it on sale) back
from selling them.

Very short soundtrack although it's a very fitting song that doesn't get annoying.

Regardless of how much playtime you get it's still only 2 USD.

Several difficulties\/modes.

Really cool bosses.
The Bad

Super short playtime (15 ish minutes if you're playing normally and 30-90 minutes if you're achievement hunting
depending on how good you are at Shmadow). One playthrough of the game is enough for a player to see every
boss along with the majority of the content.

I like the graphics although I cannot deny that there was very little effort put into them.

There's no tutorial although there's a controls section on the main menu.

You have to use the powerup to know what it does (they have no titles, just icons) and for a game this short I
doubt you want to memorize all of them.
If you're poor (and I mean very poor) this game isn't a good choice for you considering the lack of playtime
you'll get out of it. If you aren't poor you've got nothing to lose no matter how much playtime you get out of it..
7/10

GOOD:
This game is visually impressive despite its age! It does a lot of justice for Treasure Planet which I feel was cut
down in its prime. Battles are just slow enough to be tactical in nature, but still satisfying to take part in. Every
weapon sounds powerful, and impacts are satisfying. Watching a ship burst into splinters after landing every shot
from a broadside will feel and sound fantastic! Each of the 3 factions have drastically different ships and the
different types of ships play and handle differently.

BAD:
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The soundtrack is loud and unfortunetly repetative. I find the main menu theme to be very plesant personally, but
can totally understand if it drives others crazy. Certain multiplayer maps force you to play a certain faction, and
which faction you play is determained by your spot in the player list which is more than a little dumb. The game
doesn't have many players these days so not much going on in the multiplayer department. Not the best time for
players who don't enjoy fighting bots.

BULLSH*T
The biggest bullsh*t of this game is the fact that the 2nd movie got cancled! There's no context at all for anything
going on involving the Procyons because it was all going to be explained IN THE SECOND BLOODY MOVIE!

In the end this is easily one of the best tactical-naval warfare games in existance! It's worth a shot if you've got
some spare cash and spare time!. It got lots of updates and new game modes. It's a nice little game.. game was a
cool looking idea, never became anything. i thought this game whas cool but its terrible and the multyplayer
doesnt work i think 10/10
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The game is very short and very easy. I enjoyed it, but it is clearly designed for teaching middle school aged children. The game
is very focused on rapid clicking and memorizing the growth pattern. Ther is no way to grow the plant your own way or to step
outside the pre-determined growth format. Winning requires one optimal strategy repeated for every plant.. tl;dr very few
missions, was abandon by developers, and is too expensive for what it has to offer.

i bought this game a long time ago back when i was still a kid. i expected it to be awesome but the creators of it stoped updating
it and left it alone it has been 3 years now (9/3/18) since the last update and i dont think they are coming back i played through
all the missions and ended up just screwing around in the sand box mode making goats and zombies fight.. more like QT
shooting dangerous, right guys?
qp is qute. quot;Who is Mike" is a FREE short VN with an unsetteling ambiance and multiple DIFFERENT endings. None of
them feels recycled. Your choices really do make a difference. The skip option makes it fun to replay until you can get all the
endings, no excuses not to complete it.

If you are looking for an interesting game to play for an hour or two. I do recommand Who is Mike.

As a full disclosure I had to check a guide for endings 6-7-8 because it felt like i had used up all the possible options but i was
obviously wrong ;). Easy and fun ! Recommended !. A decent rpgmaker game that is worth playing to the end , has tons of
branching options , simple rpg concept and average grinding.
According to the dev a revamp version should be out sometime later but the story is good enough to playthrough once , game
does crash during long plays so be sure to keep saving.

Wish it had better music and a map. Its a pleasant enough clicker game really. Takes a few minutes to get the hang of it as theres
no tutorial just a help page , but the interface is pretty self explanatory. I got it on special and I do play it now and then between
my major gaming time to wind down after a hardcore game. Its one of those games you play to kill time. Basically its just
checking to for the right balance between four different types of ants with grandpa ant giving you advice along the way. You get
your soldier ants to defend the colony the nurses to raise the young the workers to build a biger nest and your scouts to search
for food. You earn stuff to get upgrades and do the odd battle. This is a great game to play when you are waiting on hold and
have to be ready to talk to someone.. I bought this game to complete the series.
Sadly it is rather disappointing compared to the first two games. If you feel the need to finish a game series I'd still recommend
it, otherwise try to stay away.. I for one really enjoy this game. I also like Blasted Road Terror, Death Skid Marks, and Convoy
was ok to me. Maybe cause I grew up at a time when Mad Max was popular and I loved all types of Car Combat I am biased
toward this. One of my favorite games of all time is Roadwar 2000 (which I would love a remake of) and I didn't get to play it
as much as I wanted to, but Autoduel as well.

I will admit, this game isn't for everyone. It might not "look" or "sound" like a 2019 game to them, but it's also less than $30 not
on sale. The gameplay isn't you driving the car as much as giving orders, so it's more strategic. Be in the right lane, choose the
right weapons and such. The game gives me an old school feel and some nostalgia vibes and so far I am really enjoying it.. First
of all, this is not like your ordinary RPG Maker games, make no mistake on that.
Most RPG Maker games are really boring for me.
This was made with different game engine, it was more refined, polished, and smooth.

- The gameplay is standard turn base RPG and of Monster Hunter parody
- The art is fantastic
- Voiced H scenes
- Beautifully drawn characters and CG
- Plenty of character outfits that really changes the visual of the main character
- Game has variety of H-able(I don't know if this a legit words now) characters.
- It also offers balanced H and gameplay time.
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